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Invitation to the Worldshow Germany - Freiburg
Ladies and gentlemen,

as the biggest and oldest German cat breeding association and only German member of 
the world umbrella association FIFe we are honoured to invite you to our World Exhibi- 
tion in Freiburg from 26. to 27.10.2019. Under our direction we offer a cat program of 
superlatives. Around 1500 noble velvet paws of all breeds, from kitten to Supreme Cham- 
pion, will be exhibited and evaluated by an international jury that travels from all over the 
world.

On these two days, countless visitors from near and far flock to Messe Freiburg.
The World's Fair will be an attraction for a large number of cat lovers. Exhibitors from all 
over the world will spare no effort to present the creme de la creme of their cat breeding 
and to win the most coveted catfancy title - WORLDWINNER 2019 - for their noble 
animals.

Exhibitors and visitors can look forward to an unforgettable experience, two special days 
for cat lovers with an extensive show and children's programme (specialist lectures, paint- 
ing wall, children's make-up and much more).

The catchment area of the fair is the wonderful Black Forest region, neighbouring Switzer- 
land and France - where more than six million people live - an attractive target group for 
your products. A unique offer for you as an industrial exhibitor at our world exhibition, 
which will not take place in Germany for the next 20 years. Messe Freiburg is a driving 
force for people and markets and one of the most important marketplaces in the region. 
With your industrial stand, you can become part of this special cat exhibition.

Our early bird offer for you is valid until 01.05.2019.

We would appreciate very much to be allowed to welcome you with an industrial stand 
on our world exhibition. For all inquiries regarding the industrial stands, please contact 
exclusively 
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